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Q2 

What are your qualifications for Board of Education? (please limit your response to 250 

words) 

I’ve worked in public education for over two decades: in the nineties I started a 

mentoring program in two Bayview schools and ran an after-school and Beacon 

program in the Mission. As a teachers’ union leader and activist, I worked on the front 

lines to defend City College of San Francisco from closure during the 4 ½-year long 

accreditation crisis, keeping the doors of access open for immigrants, working parents, 

veterans, ESL learners. As an academic counselor, I’ve supported thousands of 

students on their college paths. Most recently, I worked with the entire senior class from 

two SFUSD high schools enrolled in CCSF’s Early College. In these different capacities, 

I understand the ways that our public schools provide quality education as well as wrap- 

around support for high-needs and special education students. 

 

Besides this experience, what distinguishes me as a candidate is my union work in 

contract negotiations. Working with our bargaining team, I analyzed district enrollment 

projections and proposals for a $200 million (unrestricted) annual budget to advocate for 

CCSF educators after nearly a decade of declining wages. Our team made the case for 

a double digit increase during this protracted contract campaign and settled after 

declaring impasse and going through fact finding. This gives me great insight into the 



needs and challenges of allocating resources to fully support educators and students 

within the scope of SFUSD’s budget. 

Q3 

How should the school district add more school buses and improve its coordination with 

MUNI and BART in order to provide better, greener transportation to schools for students 

and employees, many of whom currently drive? (please limit your response to 250 

words) 

The district cut back on school bus service after the recession, yet parents want these yellow buses to 

come back, according to a 2017 SF Examiner article. As for public transportation, SF MTA has enrolled 

some 36,000 students and run extra buses during the school start and end times. Yet we need to invest 

more, such as providing parents accompanying youth with Free Muni passes with support. I haven’t seen 

efforts to encourage carpooling at my son’s school Alamo, even though a fair number live in the 

neighborhood. Finally, let’s tap the tech industry and other businesses to provide some analysis into our 

commute patterns and challenges, and then provide funds toward shuttles for kids to afterschool 

programs that are off site, or for low-income kids who have a long commute across town. 

Q4 

What should the school district do to improve bicycle and pedestrian access to its 

schools? (please limit your response to 250 words) 

Creating more bicycle only and safety lanes is critical to encouraging more people to utilize other modes 

of transportation other than cars. Pedestrian safety is a huge concern. We do not have enough crossing 

guards before and after school (these are part-time jobs that provide minimal hours). I have seen parents 

at Hoover attempting to direct traffic on a Friday afternoon while hundreds of students are running across 

the street –sometimes diagonally—to catch the bus and streetcar. To decrease traffic, school sites can 

develop more carpooling resources and reach out to incoming students so that these practices can take 

hold early on. Families can receive more education on bike and pedestrian safety. 

Q5 

How would you promote and implement green building elements for new and renovated 

school district buildings? (please limit your response to 250 words) 



We need to utilize funding sources that will enable green building in our public schools. This comes from 

the UC Berkeley Labor Center:  “Proposition 39 allocates up to $550 million per year for five years for 

energy efficiency and clean energy projects in California’s public schools, community colleges, 

universities, and other public facilities. It also provides funding for workforce training in energy efficiency 

and clean energy.” Utilizing these funds will help to further the notable reductions in energy usage SFUSD 

has already achieved; under its sustainability director, the district has reduced the energy intensity of its 

buildings by a third, and use of natural gas by a half, saving $16 million in the past decade. 

Q6 

What should the School District do to improve its environmental practices?  (please limit 

your response to 250 words) 

The school district should improve its environmental practices by reducing waste, creating recycling 

programs that students get to feel ownership and pride in adopting, implementing environmental 

responsibility into classwork. SFUSD has been a leader in developing new energy efficient buildings and 

revamping current ones. However, there are still opportunities to improve buildings in terms of heating, 

electricity use, water conservation, and alterations to existing rooms and structures that would minimize 

the temperature extremes leading to greater energy use. For example, during a fall heat wave a year ago, 

my son’s fourth grade teacher was forced to run a large fan in her classroom, yet still unable to take the 

edge off the stifling heat. Can the district plan for these temperature extremes by investing in good 

shades and having school sites identify ways to improve air circulation on hot days? 

Q7 

What is your opinion of the School District’s current environmental education curriculum? 

How can it be improved? What is your opinion on SB 720, the environmental education 

bill currently in the State Senate? (please limit your response to 250 words) 

Around two dozen schools offer the environmental ed curriculum from Education Outside, which is high 

quality, from my experience with the program at Alamo. There are other groups like Presidio Outdoor 

Education, again doing great work exposing young people to environmental ed in an outdoor setting. Yet 

we have the national parks in our backyard; there are untapped opportunities for schools to partner more 

consistently with NPS and NPCA, provide field trips and educational experiences, tap into the array of 

resources at Crissy Field and Heron’s Head, and bring environmental justice issues into the classroom for 

discussion and action by youth. 



 

Four high schools have Academies in the energy and environment sector. Balboa has a unique 

Wilderness Arts & Literacy Collaborative, and hires a teacher with science credentials who can lead 

students in art exploration. What a powerful combination. Let’s expand these Academies into more 

schools. And how about creating a district wide showcase on Earth Day so other high schools can get 

exposed to these programs? 

Q8 

How could school district policies encourage the most environmentally beneficial use of 

school property surrounding its buildings? (please limit your response to 250 words) 

Here is how I envision our communities in the context of serving our youth and families as 

school board commissioner: Through the expanded Beacon initiative ($50 million), we can 

maximize use of our public spaces like school buildings to serve as community centers in the 

evenings and on weekends. SFUSD’s community schools framework can be taken to the next 

level, focused on critical resources for neighborhoods, cultural programming, health education, 

internships and summer job opportunities, support for children of working parents and those 

with special needs, as well as activities for toddlers through seniors. 

Q9 

SFUSD has done a lot to improve student access to locally grown, healthy and organic 

foods. What more can be done in this and related areas (for example, to address the 

issue of food waste)? (please limit your response to 250 words) 

When SFUSD contracted with Revolution Foods several years back, this brought a welcome change of 

food choices that were more palatable and nutritious. However, school board commissioners have 

pushed for greater transparency from these companies as to how they source their food. That’s an 

important step toward sustainability. Our meat and produce are often laden with pesticides, hormones, 

and other chemical additives that can have significant effects on health and human development. 

Children are at a critical time in the development of their bodies and brains; a high quality diet has lasting 

implications into adulthood. As for food waste, my son noted that a recycling primer was given at his 

school to 1st to 4th graders. This should be a yearly occurrence, along with incentives so that more 

students use the green and blue bins after finishing their lunches. 

Q10 



Why should SFLCV endorse you? (please limit your response to 250 words) 

I am a public school parent interested in addressing needs across our diverse city. As an 

immigrant, I’ve seen this city open doors for many families like mine; our young people today 

deserve no less. I am concerned about the growing divide between rich and poor; our public 

schools give students the opportunities their parents did not have, and our educators do the 

hard work of supporting their academic growth, and just as critically, social and emotional 

development. I am invested in shaping priorities that will lift up all our students. 

 






